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This paper describes the digital control and data processing portions of

the antenna pointing system used to track the Telstar satellite. The descrip-

tion is functional in nature, giving the form of the inputs, the functions

performed, and the outputs produced. A general description of the digital

equipment is followed hij a discussion of the functions performed by the

subsystems, the operational modes provided, the equipment features, and the

operating experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary function of the digital equipment in the Telstar antenna

pointing system' is to generate pointing information for the horn-reflector

antenna. The performance of this function requires the prediction of the

ephemeris from previously acquired information on the satellite orbit.

Together with the precision tracker- and the horn antenna,^ the digital

equipment provides means for the acquisition, recording, and storage

of the track information in each pass. These data are used to periodically

up-date the parameters which describe the satellite's orbit. These up-

dated parameters are the basis for the generation of the pointing instruc-

tions which are stored and used to control the horn antenna and precision

tracker during future passes. During a pass the pointing instructions

are synchronized with real time, interpolated to provide a smooth flow

of data and then compared with the actual antenna postiou. To in-

sure accuracy in the conversion of the digital pointing instructions to the

analog inputs required by the antenna ser^'o,-' the input comparison is

performed digitally. The conversion to analog voltages is performed on

the difference, or error, signals for which the accuracy requirements are

not extreme. In addition, the digital equipment performs a variety of

other functions which will be described in this paper.

In Section II a general description of the seven functional units mak-
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ing up the digital equipment will be given. Sections III through X con-

tain detailed descriptions of the operations performed by these functional

units. The paper then discusses the configurations of these functional

units as they are used to provide the various operational modes of the

system (Section XI). The unplementation of these functions and the

equipment features arc described (Section XII) and, in conclusion,

operational experience is discussed in Section XIII.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The digital equipment is made up of seven functional units, or sub-

systems, as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1.

2.1 Data Processors

The data processors are two general-purpose digital computer systems

capable of performing the complex programs^ necessary to define the

satellite orbit from track information, predict future passes, and generate

the ephemeris for each pass of interest. Normally, the data processors,

having completed their function prior to a pass, take no active part in

the pointing during a pass.

Fig. 1 — Digital pqiiipment })]ock diagram.
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2.2 Magnetic Tape Units

The magnetic tape units together with the tape switching unit provide

for storage and transfer of tracking data and ephemerides within the

digital control and data processing system.

2.3 Antenna Digital Control

The antenna digital control (ADC) is closely integrated witli the an-

tenna servo, which is the actuator of the horn-refleeter communications

antenna. The ADC, reading pointing instructions from a magnetic tape,

synchronizes the pointing operation with time, interprets the pointing

instructions in the form and at the rate required by the antenna ser\-o,

and closes the servo position loop digitally so that the pointing is achieved

with adequate accuracy. In reading the pointing instructions, it performs

a variety of tests to check the validity of the data. Careful checking is

necessary, because the information is transmitted 1000 feet from the

control building and through a slip-ring assembly to the ADC equipment

on the antenna structure. Pointing instructions are recorded on tape for

each four seconds of the pass, and the ADC provides an interpolator

which, using this information, produces position commands at the 128

per second rate required by tlie antenna sei'vo. Experience has shown

that the predominant orbit prediction error is usually in time, and the

ADC incorporates means for manually offsetting the predicted pointing

instructions in time. This allows the operator to reduce these prediction

errors. The ADC also includes features which allow the antenna to be

manually offset in position from the predicted track. To meet the system

accuracy requirements, the ADC performs the servo position summing

operation by comparing the commanded position, as determined from

the pointing instructions and the ofTsets, with the actual antenna posi-

tion. The actual antenna position is determined from data pick-off units

in both axes whose outputs are digitally encoded by the ADC with a

precision of 0.003. Only after the position differences, or errors, have

thereby been determined, and the need for extreme accuracy reduced,

are the ADC outputs converted to analog voltages as inputs to the an-

tenna servo. The output of the ADC may be used in three ways by the

antenna pointing system: (a) as the sole source of pointing information;

(b) with the autotrack^ system to provide a combined source of control,

in which the autotrack tends to correct for errors in the pointing instruc-

tions from tlie magnetic tapes; and (c) as a means for acquisition of the

satellite beacon by the autotrack system, after which autotrack has

complete control and the ADC outputs are used only as back-up.
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2.4 Monitor

The monitor records on tape all the pertinent information on tracking

performance from the antenna digital control and the antenna servo.

The data processors use the monitor tapes as one source of traclc data

and as a means of performance analysis.

2.5 Track Digital Control

The track digital control (TDC) records on tape the precision tracker

positions during the pass and provides the data processors another source

of track information. These positions are also available in real time as a

source of pointing instructions for the horn antenna. This provides a

means of slaving the horn antenna to the precision tracker. The TDC
also performs a pointing function for the precision tracker similar to that

which the antenna digital control performs for the antenna servo and

the horn antenna. It provides means for controUing the precision tracker

from pointing information stored on magnetic tape. Though the com-

mand tracker^ is not controlled directly by the TDC, it can be slaved

to the precision tracker and thereby pointed indirectly l^y the TDC for

acquisition purposes.

2.6 Tape Svyitching Unit

The tape switching unit provides facilities for connecting any of the

eight tape units to the antenna digital control, monitor, or track digital

control.

2.7 Clock

The station clock provides the basic time reference for the system, so

that operation may be accurately synchronized with Univei'sal Time.

2.8 Acquisiiion Aids

The digital equipment provides several features to aid in acquisition

when the orbit is not precisely known. Since the precision tracker lias a

relatively broad beam (2°) compared to the beam of the horn-reflector

antenna, (0.2°), it can be used as an acquisition aid. This is accomplished

by slaving the horn antenna to the precision tracker and performing the

initial acquisition of the satellite beacon with the precision tracker. This

is called the "FT command" mode. The encoded precision tracker posi-

tions produced in the track digital control are used as the command input
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ill the antenna digital control. The accuracy of the tracker is such that

this places the horn antenna well within the acquisition range of the

liorn autotrack Hystom. A second form of slave operation, initial mode, is

possible, in which the data processors are used in real time. In this mode,

position information from the track digital control is read directly into

the data processors. They smooth the data, perform a short-term predic-

tion and drive the antenna digital control directly with pointing in-

formation. This mode yields smoother operation than the FT command
mode, since the precision tracker tracking jitter is removed and rate in-

formation is supplied.

To aid in acquisition, the antenna servo includes facilities for generat-

ing a spiral scan pattern for the horn antenna. The outputs of the spiral

scan generator are spiral velocities which are integrated in the antenna

digital control and used to offset the programmed position.

In the sections which follow, the functions performed by the seven

digital subsystems are described.

in. DATA PROCESSOnS

The data processing portion of the antenna pointing system consists

of two IBM 1020 Computer systems. Each computer system consists of

an IBM 1G20 central processing unit, an IBM 1623 core storage unit,

an IBM 1622 card reader-punch, and an IBM 1921 tape adapter unit.

The 1020 is a desk-sized, solid-state, decimal machine with 20,000 char-

acters of internal magnetic core storage. These units have been equipped

with the floating point and automatic divide options. The 1G23 core

storage unit adds 40,000 characters of core storage, giving each com-

puter a storage capacity of 00,000 characters. The 1921 unit adapts each

system for magnetic tape operation and is capable of handling six tape

units. The 1622 units provide the systems with card input and output

capabilities. The computing systems are pictured in Fig. 2.

The on-site facilities inchide an IBM 407 printer and an IBM 026

puncli. In addition, IBM 7701 magnetic tape transmission terminals

working into DATA-PHONE links to the Whippany and Murray Hill

Laboratories permit tlic IBM 7090 computing facilities at these locations

to be used as back-up for the on-site facilities.

The primary function of the data processors is to keep an accurate,

up-to-date record of the satellite's orbit from which it can predict future

passes and generate precise pointing instructions for the site antennas.

The orbit is described Yty a set of basic orbital elements. These elements,

or orbit parameters, are periodically refined and updated by the data
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Fig. 2 — Two computing system'! with four tape units each; three cabiiieta

between tape units contain tape switching equipment.

processors using track information recorded during previous passes by

the track digital control and the monitor. The updated orbital elements

then are used to predict the upcoming pass and to prepare the mission

tape, which contains the pointing instructions. In addition to these func-

tions, the data processors are used for data reduction and performance

analysis.

IV. MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS

The Andover installation uses eight IBM 729-11 magnetic tape units,

shown in Fig. 2. These units are equipped with a switching option which

permits each unit to be connected to either the data processors or the

digital control. Four units are assigned to each of the data processors.

When connected to the digital control, any one of the eight units may be

connected by the tape switching unit to the antenna digital control,

monitor, or the track digital control input or output. When so connected

the tape units operate under the control of these units; the antenna

digital control and track digital control input can read tapes and the

monitor and track digital control output can write tapes. The low-density

mode is always used on these tape units, so that the tape information rate

is 15,000 characters per second.

V. MISSION TAPES

The end product of the data processors' efforts is the mission tape for

each communications pass. The mission tape, with its pointing instruc-
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tions, is the primary input to the antenna digital control and the track

digital control. The mission tape consists of data points containing time,

pointing angle, and rate information. Normally, a data point is recorded

for each four seconds during a pass. To provide for error correction, the

information in each data point is recorded redundantly as three separate

tape records called blocks. Thus, each data point consists of three re-

dundant blocks of information.

The time information in each block specifies, with a precision of 1/256

second, the time at which the pointing information in that block is to

be used. The time information is called tape time. The pointing informa-

tion consists of azimuth and elevation position, velocity, and acceleration

commands. Range information also is given in each block. In addition,

compensation factors, somewhat inappropriately called predistortion

information, are included in each block. These are correction factors to

be added to the pointing information to compensate for mechanical

distortions in the horn antenna that cause the electrical axis to differ

from the mechanical axis. The use of these factors is discussed further in

a later section.

In addition to the time and pointing information, each data block

includes a number of unique tape characters called tags. One of these

tags identifies the block as the first, second, or third block of a data

point. Another tag indicates the checking mode to be used. There arc a

number of other tags which identify the different types of information

and are used to control the disposition of the information by the input

circuits.

Vr. ANTENNA DIGITAL CONTROL

The antenna digital control equipment is shown in Fig. 3 and is

represented by the simplified block diagram of Fig. 4. In this diagram,

the antenna digital control (ADC) is shown as three blocks: the input

circuits, the ephemeris interpolator, and the output circuits. AVlien a

mission tape is connected to the ADC by the tape switching unit, the

magnetic tape unit operates under the control of the ADC input circuits.

As data blocks are read, the input circuits perform the following func-

tions.

6.1 Data Checking

Before a data block is accepted, it is carefully inspected to determine

its validity. The following checks are performed.
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Fig. 3 — Anteniui digital control equipment: .seven racks at left house ADC
equipment; right-hand rack hoiise.s monitor equipment.
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Fig. 4 — Antenna digital control block diagram.

6.1.1 Parity Checks

Since the tapes being read in this operation have been written on

IBM equipment, the IBM parity checking conventions are used. Kach

data block is recorded with two forms of parity check bits, the "vertical"

check bits and the "longitudinal" check bits. In the vertical parity check
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each tape character is recorded with a parity bit which makes the number
of ones in that character even. In the longitudinal parity check, an addi-

tional tape character is recorded at the end of each tape record (each

data point block in this case). A tape record consists of a sequence of

seven-bit tape characters recorded on tape in seven channels. Each bit

in the longitudinal check character is chosen to make the number of

ones in each channel of the record even. The longitudinal check character

thus serves as a check on the block as a whole.

In the reading operation, each character and each channel are inspected

to determine that the number of ones is indeed even. As a block is read

it is written into buffer storage. As the block is read from the buffer

memory, the parity of each character is again inspected to check on the

storage operation.

6.1.2 Time Checks

As data are read in, the time information in each data block {tape time)

is checked against Universal Time. Two checks are performed. In the

unconditional time check, the tape time is examined to see that it is

later than Universal Time. If tape time were earlier than Universal Time
it would represent an impossible situation, since time always advances,

and data blocks containing such information are rejected. The second

check is called the conditional time check, in which the tape time is in-

spected to see that it is not later than Universal Time by more than 20

seconds.

6.1.3 Reasonableness Check

To check the validity of the commanded data in each data block, the

change in position commanded is compared with the previously ordered

velocity. This check is performed by subtracting the new position com-

mand from the previously accepted position command and comparing

this difference with the previously accepted velocity command. If the

difference exceeds the maximum acceleration to be expected with the

orbits under consideration, the data block is rejected as unreasonable.

6.1.4 Checking Modes

Each data block contains a tag character specifying the checking

mode to be used by the ADC in checking the data. Two checking modes

are used: in the first mode all of the above (checks are performed, and in

the second the results of the reasonableness and conditional time checks

are ignored. The second checking mode is used for data points immedi-
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ately following track discontinuities, such as are encountered in shifting

between stars in star-tracking routines, where the discontinuities would

cause good data points to be rejected due to the reasonableness criterion.

This checking mode also can be used for data points following initial

pointing commands by which the antenna is brought to the initial point-

ing angles more than 20 seconds before the start of a pass. This makes it

unnecessary to program data points for every four seconds to command

the same position until the start of the pass. This second checking mode

also makes possible the use of lower data rates.

Data blocks are always rejected if there are parity errors or uncondi-

tional time errors. When operating in the first checking mode, rejection

of two successive data points (six blocks) causes cancellation of the

reasonableness and conditional time checks until a data block is ac-

cepted. In other words, after rejection of two successive data points,

the checking operation reverts automatically to the second checking

mode until a data block is accepted.

6.2 Compensalion Factors

The most critical sm-face on the horn-reflector communications an-

tenna is the reflector surface. During construction, the panels making

up this surface were very carefully aligned to about 0.06 inch. Yet

this is a very large surface, about 70 feet by 100 feet, and as the antenna

is rotated in elevation the force of gravity acts on the structure at dif-

ferent angles, causing minute distortions in the surface. These dis-

tortions cause the electrical axis of the antenna beam to differ from the

mechanical axis, and it was necessary to calibrate the antenna so that

these deflections could be compensated for in pointing the antenna. The

calibration was measured by tracking radio stars of known positions

using radiometry techniques.^ The calibration thus determined is stored

in the data processors as an empirical function of antenna elevation

angle. As data points are recorded on the mission tape, the data proces-

sors add this calibration information. With only a single communications

antenna, as in the present installation, these factors could be added di-

rectly to the pointing commands. However, when more than one antenna

is in operation at a site, the data processors in preparing the mission

tapes have no way of knowing which antenna mil be used. Anticipating

this requirement, the data point format provides for the transmission of

the calibration factors as separate items tagged for each antenna. As the

data are read by the ADC input circuits, the calibration factors for the

particular antenna controlled by that ADC are selected and added to the
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pointing commands. Since these factors can be significantly large at

liigh elevations, velocity and acceleration factors, as well as position

factors, are necessary if a smooth track is to be obtained.

G.:J Time Offsels

The ADC input circuits pro^ade the facility for offsetting Universal

Time received from the station clock a total of plus or minus 1 minute,

.'iO seconds in one-second steps. This facility is provided because experi-

ence indicates that the predominant orbit prediction error is usually in

time. The time offset is under the control of the ground station control

console.

6.4 Time Synchronizalion

The ADC input circuits perform the important function of synchroniz-

ing the operation with time. As a good data block is read by the ADC
input circuits, it is stored in memory and the tape time is examined 256

times per second and compared with the offset Universal Time. When an

exact comparison is obtained, the command data are transferred to the

ephemeris interpolator.

0.5 I'Jphrmcris Inlcrpolalnr

While data points are received generally once every four seconds, the

antenna servo re(]uires information at a rate of 128 per second. The func-

tion of hitcrpolating the command data between data points is performed

by the ephemeris interpolator. The ephemeris interpolator performs a

quadratic interpolation, using incremental or digital differential analyzer

techniciucs, and produces azimuth and elevation position and velocity

commands 128 times per second. The interpolation is performed with a

precision of 0.003° in position as long as the velocity does not exceed

().49°/sec. For higher velocities, the interpolation is performed with 4

times the granularity, or with a precision of about 0.01°. The use of a

quadratic interpolation permits several consecutive data points to be

rejected without affecting system accuracy.

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4, the input to the ephemeris

interpolator can come from one of two sources, depending on the position

of the transfer selector. With the selector in the position shown, the

interpolator receives command data from the ADC input circuits. In the

other position the command data are received from the track digital con-

trol input circuits. Similarly, command data are transmitted to a transfer
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selector in the track digital control. The use of these selectors will be

discussed further in the section on operating modes.

The output of the ephemeris interpolator is called the program com-

mand. It is one input to the command selector.

G.6 Manual Position Offsets

The command selector provides the command input to the ADC out-

put circuits (Fig. 4). One of three inputs can be selected. The switch

position shown is considered the normal position with the ephemeris

interpolator providing the program command as input. With the selector

in the PT command position, precision tracker encoded positions from

the track digital control provide the commands. In the boresight com-

mand position, the selector provides position commands from memory

which serve to bring the horn antenna to the boresight tower coordinates

for testing and cahbration routines.

The input provided by the command selector is called the "com-

manded position." The ADC output circuits provide a means for

manually offsetting this commanded position in either axis. Two offsets

arc provided. One offset can be controlled from the ground station control

console and either olfset may be operated from tlie antenna control test

position. The offsets can be inserted at two fixed rates of 0.01° and 0.75°

per second. A control is provided to reset either offset in either axis to

zero.

6.7 Digital Integrator Offsets

The ADC output circuits provide a digital integrator for each axis for

use by the antenna servo in the spiral scan and autotrack. A digital

integration is used to provide a drift-free integrator, and is performed

by a simple accumulation technique. The integrators can be shared

between the spiral scan and autotrack because these functions are

never performed simultaneously. The switching between the two in-

puts to the integrators is performed in the antenna servo equipment.

Thus, when the input is the spiral scan velocities, the integrator yields

the spiral scan position offsets to the program command. When the input

is the autotrack system instantaneous error, the integrator output is

the integrated autotrack corrections, or offsets, to the commanded posi-

tions. The digital integrator thus develops and remembers the long-term

difference between the predicted track and the actual track of the satel-

lite as determined by the autotrack. Wlien the manual offsets are zero,

this long-term difference provides a measure of the accuracy of the track

prediction.
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The integration is performed by encoding the input provided by the

antenna servo and simply addmg the encoded quantity to the accumu-

lated sum held in memory. The encoding and summing is performed 128

times per second. The smallest value encoded (the least significant bit)

corresponds to 0.0000215^ (2~^* X 360°). However, the smallest value

considered in determining the position error is 0.00275" (2"'^ X 360°)

and, therefore, the smallest digital integrator oiTset must persist for 128

encodings, or 1 second, for it to liave an efTect on the position difference.

The maximum encoded input corresponds to 0.00135°, and this value

must persist for only two encodings, or 1/64 second, to be effective.

Maximum input errors result in position corrections at a rate of 0.175°

per second.

6.8 Position Encoding

The ADC output circuits provide the facilities for encoding the horn

antenna azimuth and elevation positions. The data pickoff units, which

are a part of the antenna servo, produce pulse-position-modulated pulses

from a two-speed resolver pickoff on the data gears. The position of the

"stop" pulses relative to a reference "start" pulse is proportional to the

angular rotation of the data gears and, hence, the position of the antenna.

The digitizing of these time intervals is performed by liigh-speed coimting

(approx. 2 mc) in two counters, one for fine and one for coarse.'' The two

counts are combined to give a 17-bit binary representation of antenna

position. The precision of eneodmg is 0.00275° (2"'^ X 360°) and the

resultant accuracy is ±0.005°.

6.9 Servo Summing Node

One of the most important functions performed by the ADC output

circuits is the implementation of the major servo position summing node

for the antenna servo. This operation is performed digitally for accuracy

reasons 128 times per second for each axis; it is peiformed with a pre-

cision of 1 part in 131,072 (17 bits).

The servo summing node is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 5.

The first input is the position command from the command selector.

Remember that this input may be the program command, PT command,

or boresight command. To the position command is added the sum

of the two manual position offsets to produce what is called the offset

position. To the offset position is added the output of the digital inte-

grator, the digital integrator offset, to produce what is known as the

corrected position. Thus, the corrected position is the offset position

corrected by the long-term difference determined by the autotrack and
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Fig. 5 — Digital servo summing node.

accumulated by the digital integrator. The corrected position, therefore,

represents the system's best estimate of the satellite's actual position.

Finally, the encoded horn position is subtracted from the corrected

position to produce the position difference, the error in the position of

the horn. Once the position difference is derived, the need for high pre-

cision is removed since the errors are small and they may now be stored

and decoded to analog voltages for use by the antenna servo.

6.10 Velocity Error

The ADC output circuits determine the velocity error by comparing

the actual antenna velocity in each axis with the commanded velocity.

The actual velocity is determined by differencing the encoded horn posi-

tions 32 times per second, and the velocity error is produced with the

same frequency. It is made zero unless the position error is coarse

{greater than 0.35°). It is used by the antenna servo to ehminate over-

shoot as the horn slews to a commanded position.

6.11 Servo Difference

Under normal circumstances, if the ephemeris interpolator is working

properly, the interpolated commands should agree closely with the new
values brought in as each data point is transferred. The difference should

not be more than one bit (0.00275°). However, if for some reason several
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consefiuti\'e data points are rejected, when a new data point is finally

accepted a significant difference may exist between the last interpolated

point and the new accepted point since the quadratic interpolation may
not perfectly describe the actual track. This difference iias been termed

the servo difference.

If the autotrack is inserted and in phase-lock when this happens,

the variation of the interpolated command from the actual track will be

compensated by an offset from the digital integrator. It would not be

desirable, under these conditions, for the acceptance of a new data point

to cause an abrupt jump in the position difference. Therefore, whenever

autotrack is inserted and in phase-lock, any difference between the last

interpolated point and a new data point is subtracted from the digital

integrator contents and the new data point used as the program com-

mand. There is no net change in position difference. The result is the same

as if tlie jump were allowed to occur and the autotrack then corrected by

making a compensating change in the digital integrator offset. However,

the possibility that the step change in position difference would cause the

autotrack to drop track is avoided.

6.12 Error Registers and Digilal-to-Analog Conversion

The ADC outputs to the antenna servo are fine and coarse position

differences, and velocity errors in both axes. These signals are delivered

as voltages. To produce voltages proportional to these digital quantities,

the ADC output circuits provide storage and digital-to-analog conversion

circuits. The storage is provided by flip-flop registers. The conversion is

performed by constant-current, ladder-type resistance networks which

provide a decoding accuracy of 1 per cent. To decode each quantity, two

decoding networks, one for positive values and one for negative values,

are used to avoid difficulties with zero drift.

c.12.1 Position Errors

The fine position error decoders in each axis produce a voltage output

of the form shown in Fig. 6{a). As can be seen in this figure, errors less

than 0.7° produce a voltage proportional to the error. For errors greater

than 0.7°, the output is saturated at o volts. As, is characteristic of digital-

to-analog converters, the voltage produced is actually a staircase where

the granularity is 0.02 volt, corresponding to error quanta of 0.0027o°.

The coarse decoder output is shown in Fig. 6(b). This output is made
zero until the error equals 0.35°. The voltage is then proportional to the
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Fig. G — (a) Fine position error output; (b) coarse position error output.

error until it saturates at 5 volts for errors greater than 5.6°. In this de-

coding the 0.02-volt granularity corresponds to steps of 0.02° in error.

6.12.2 Yelodty Errors

The outputs of the azimuth and elevation velocity error decoders are

made zero until the position errors exceed 0.35'^. Thereafter, the voltage

outputs are proportional to the velocity errors. The maximum voltage

of 5 volts corresponds to a velocity error of 2.8° per second. The granu-

larity of decoding is 0.08 volt, corresponding to error quanta of 0.04°

per second.

6.12.3 Range Decoding

In addition to the outputs to the antenna servo, the ADC output

circuits provide a voltage proportional to the range information to the

transmitter equipment in the antenna upper room. The range informa-

tion is proportional to the ratio of the predicted slant range to a fixed

range whose value depends on the type of transmission to be used. This

output is used to program the transmitted power so that the input signal

to the satellite remains essentially constant. The range information is

suppUed as a part of each data point. The range information is not inter-

polated but is set into the range register each time a new data point is

transferred to the epheraeris interpolator. Thus, in general, the range

register is updated once every four seconds.

VII. MONITOR

The function of the monitor is to record on magnetic tape all informa-

tion on the horn antenna pointing operation that will be useful in orbit
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determination and post-run performance analysis. Three types of in-

formation are recorded: digital information from the antenna digital

control; analog iiiformation from the antenna sei-vo, autotrack, and the

communication equipment; and telemetry information from the satellite

as received and decommutated by the telemetry equipment. The analog

information is digitized for recording purposes by an analog-to-digital

converter which provides facilities for converting and multiplexing as

many as eight channels of analog information.

The digital information recorded includes the time, time offset, and

the horn position in both axes. In addition, the acceleration, velocity,

and position commands in both axes are included, as are the digital in-

tegrator offsets and the two manual offsets. The position differences, the

range information, and the checking mode in use by the antenna digital

control also are recorded. In other words, everything of interest is re-

corded.

Eight analog quantities may be recorded. While the quantities to be

recorded are easily changed for testing purposes, the autotrack in-

stantaneous errors, the receiver AGC voltage, an indication of autotrack

phase-lock status, and the radiometry output (used in star tracking

routines) are regularly recorded. The other three channels can be used

for test voltages.

The telemetry information from the satellite is received, decom-

mutated, printed, and punched on teletypewriter tape by the telemetry

equipment in the control room. This same information is recorded on the

monitor tape because the magnetic tape recording provides a more con-

venient input for computers than does the teletypewriter tape.

In its normal operating mode the monitor samples and records the

digital information once per second as a separate tape record. The analog

information is sampled seven times per second and the data recorded as

two separate tape records. Since there is no synchronization between

tlie monitor operation and the telemetry information, each channel of

telemetry data is appropriately tagged and recorded at the end of the

next digital or analog record to be recorded.

The monitor has facility for several other modes of operation at dif-

ferent sampling rates that are useful in testing and system checking

routines. The monitor equipment is shown in Fig. 3.

VIII. TKACK DIGITAL CONTROL

The track digital control performs functions for the precision tracker

similar to those performed by the antenna digital control and monitor
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Fig. 7 — Track digital control block diagram.

for the lioni antenna. The track digital control is considerably simpler,

however, since It serves only as an acquisition aid to the precision tracker.

A block diagram of the track digital control (TDC) is shown in Fig. 7.

It is quite similar to the block diagram of the antenna digital control ex-

cept that the position encoding circuits are shown as a separate entity

rather than as part of the output circuits. Also, there is an additional

block, the write circuits, which performs a function similar to that of the

monitor.

8.1 Data Checking

The TDC input circuits are similar to the antenna digital control input

circuits except that the TDC input circuits perform no reasonableness

check. The parity and time checks performed are identical to those per-

formed by the antenna digital control input circuits. Similarly, there arc

two checking modes but, in this case, the second checking operation can-

cels only the conditional time check since the reasonableness check is

never performed in any event.

8.2 Time Synchronization

The TDC input circuits do not make use of the predistortion informa-

tion in the data points and do not have any provision for adding time

offsets. The time synchronization operation, however, is identical to that
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performed by the antenna digital control input circuits. Thus, the output

of the TDC input circuits is the command data at the tape time specified

in the data point. The data are not predistorted and the time of transfer

cannot be offset.

Like the antenna digital control, the TDC input circuits output feeds

a transfer selector. The other input to the selector is the output of the

antenna digital control input circuits.

8.3 Track Inierpolalor

The track digital control interpolator performs a linear interpolation.

That is, unlike the ephemeris interpolator, it makes no use of the acceler-

ation information in providing position commands 128 times per second.

The track interpolation is performed with a precision of 0.01°.

The output of the track interpolator feeds one input of the command
selector.

8.4 Position Encoding

The position encoding performed in the TDC is identical with that

performed in the antenna digital control. The result is a 17-bit encoding

of the position in each axis 128 times per second. The position encoding

circuits are shown as a separate block in the TDC block diagram because,

in addition to feeding the summing node in the output circuits, the output

feeds the write circuits and also is sent to the antenna digital control as

the PT command.

8.5 Summing Node

One input to the TDC output circuits is the output of the command
selector. The TDC command selector has only two positions and may
select either the commanded positions from the track interpolator or the

precision tracker boresight coordinates from the marker generator. The

TDC command selector is under the control of the precision tracker op-

erator.

The TDC output circuits are quite simple compared to the antenna

digital control output circuits. No provision is made for manually off-

setting the commanded position, and there is no feedback from the preci-

sion tracker e(|uivalcnt to the horn-reflector autotrack. The summing

node consists of a single subtractor which subtracts the precision tracker

encoded position from the commanded position.
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8.6 Error Registers and Digital-lo~Analog Conversion

The position error output of the summing node is stored and decoded

to provide voltage error signals in each axis to the precision tracker. The

voltages are proportional to the errors for errors less than 5.6°. For errors

greater than 5.6°, the voltage saturates at 5 volts. The granularity of

the decoding is 0.02 volt for error quanta of 0.02°.

8.6.1 Range Decoding

The TDC output circuits decode the range information in the data

points in exactly the same manner as the antenna digital control output

circuits. The decoded range information is used by the precision tracker

to estimate the signal-to-noiso ratio.

8.7 Track Write Circuits

The TDC write circuits perform a track recording function for the

precision tracker similar to that performed for the horn antenna by the

monitor. The write circuits include a tape write control capable of eon-

trolling the recording on a magnetic tape unit connected to it by the

tape switching unit. Time, azimuth position, and elevation positions are

sampled and recorded as a tape record along with four binary control

indications. Samples can be taken at 1 , 2, or 4 per second with 2 per sec-

ond being considered the normal rate. Two of the control bits define the

precision tracker status by indicating when it is in autotrack and when

the signal-to-noisc ratio equals or exceeds 5 db. The third indicator is

used in precision tracker optical star tracking routines, and the fourth is

used as a control in the initial mode operation described in a later section.

IX. TAPE SWITCHING UNIT

The tape switching unit (pictured in Fig. 2) provides the facility for

selectively assigning control of any of the eight magnetic tape units to

antenna digital control input circuits, track digital control input circuits,

monitor, or track digital control write circuits. To make this possible,

the tape switching unit also performs the important function of level

shifting to make the tape unit signals compatible with the digital control

circuit levels and vice versa. The tape switching unit also makes pro-

vision for connecting two tape units simultaneously to the antenna digi-

tal control input circuits or the track digital control input circuits; one

unit is designated as primary source and the other as the alternate source.

The input circuits control both units but only the primary source sup-
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plies data. Thus, tlie alternate source is kept in step with the other tape

unit, and a source selector switch under control of the ground station

cniitiol console permits the alternate tape to he selected to supply data

il' there is evidence of trouble with the primary source.

The tape switching unit also provides the facility for placing the data

processors on line in the digital control system. In this operation, the

output of the track digital control write circuits is delivered directly to

the data processors as well as written on tape. The outputs of the data

processors can be sent directly to either of the input circuits. One data

processor serves as the primary source and the other as the alternate,

and source selection may be used just as with tape units. These connec-

tions are used in the initial mode operation to be discussed in a later

section.

X. STATION CLOCK

The station clock provides the basic time reference for the antenna

pointing system. Its primary output is a digital representation of the

hours, minutes, and seconds of Universal Time (UT3) to a precision of

1/25G second. This output is supplied to the antenna digital control and

track digital input circuits for synchronizing the transfer of command

data to the interpolators. The pointing operations are thereby syn-

chronized with Universal Time. The time output is also supplied to the

monitor and the track digital control write circuits for recording on the

track tapes so that the position samples may be accurately correlated

with Universal Time.

The heart of the station clock is a pair of crystal-controlled, tempera-

ture-stabilized oscillators operating in duplex at a frequency of 2-^ cycles

per second (8.388608 mc). These oscillators have a specified stability of

better than 1 part in 10^ per day (drift rates of 2 parts in 10'" per day

have been measured). To permit the adjustment of these oscillators and

to phase the output, the station clock produces a one pulse per second

output which, after allowing for the transmission delay, is compared

with the 1-pps VLF signal transmitted by NBA,"* Canal Zone. Using

photographic oscilloscope techniques, the time output can be set with an

accuracy of about 1 millisecond.

The station also supplies a number of time displays in the control room

and lower room for operator convenience and an encoded time output

for use on strip chart timing channels. Many submultiples of the oscil-

lator fre((uen(^y are supplied hi the form of sc^uare waves to the other

units in tlie digital control for local timing operations.
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XI. OPERATING MODES

Now tliat the functions performed by the subsystems have been de-

scribed, the operation of the digital equipment can be discussed. The

tape switching features, the transfer selectors, and the command selector

permit the system to be operated in a variety of configurations and modes.

One form of the normal mode of operation is illustrated in Fig. 8. Prior

to the start of the pass, two tape units containing identical mission tapes

prepared by the data processors are assigned to the antenna digital con-

trol (ADC) : one tape as primary and the other as alternate source. The

ADC input circuits read the first block of data and, if it checks, store it

in memory and begin to compare the tape time with real time. When a

comparison is achieved, the command data are transferred to both the

ephemeris and track interpolators by way of the transfer selectors. The

interpolators begin producing the program commands at a 128 per second
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rate and the output circuits cause the liorn and precision tracker to come

to the proper pointing angle.

At the predicted rise time of tlie satellite, incoming data points bring

in velocity and acceleration conmiands that cause the horn and precision

tracker to begin moving along the sateUite's track. If the prediction and

pointing accuracy is within ±0,2°, as is usually the case, the autotrack

and precision tracker acciuire the microwave beacon within seconds after

the satellite traveling-wave tul^e has been turned on by the command

tracker. The communications connection is then established. Operation

of the antenna servo may then proceed, with the control shared between

the program commands and the autotrack; or the control may be placed

entirely in the autotrack loop. Throughout the pass the track informa-

tion is recorded on tapes by the monitor and the track digital control

write circuits.

As the pass proceeds, the antenna digital control continues to process

data blocks from the mission tape. After a good block is read, the other

blocks of that data point are discarded. If a tad block is encountered, it

is rejected and the next block inspected. If a number of data blocks are

rejected, the ground station control console operator may decide, from

observing the history of data point rejections displayed for that purpose,

tliat the alternate source tape should be selected by actuating the source

selector switch. Though no data were read from the alternate tape, the

tape received control signals from the antenna digital control and was

thereby kept in step witli the primary tape and ready to assume the task

of supplying data points.

If there appears to be difficulty in the ADC input circuits, the mission

tapes may be switched by the tape switching unit to the track digital

control input circuits and both transfer selectors switched so that the

track digital control input circuits transfer the data to both interpolators.

The advantage of using the ADC input circuits is that the precision

tracker receives data that have been reasonableness checked and that can

be offset in time. It has the disadvantage that the track digital control

(TDC) receives data that are predistorted with the horn compensation

factors. However, these factors are small compared with the precision

tracker beamwidth, and the function of the TDC is to provide only an

acquisition track. Conversely, the use of the TDC input circuits to pro-

vide data to the epliemeris interpolator has the distinct disadvantages

that no reasonableness checks are made, the time offset has no effect, and

the data cannot be predistorted. Tliis connection is used only in event

of cciuipment failure.

Alternately, one might connect one mission tape to the ADC and the
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other to the TDC. TheADC and TDC would then operate independently

and, in event of failure of either input circuit, the equivalent of source

selection could be achieved by use of the transfer selectors. This method

of operation suffers from the fact that the source selection in the present

equipment arrangement cannot be performed from the ground station

control console.

In the above discussion it was assumed that the horn and precision

tracker were tracking the same satellite. This is usually the case, espe-

cially in the present experimental system with only one satellite in orbit.

With a number of satellites in orbit there may be frequent occasions

when the antennas may track difi'erent satellites. This operation is

possible and is the reason, of course, that two input circuits are provided.

When the satellite orbit is not accurately known, the system operation

is somewhat different. A mission tape containing the best estimate of the

pass is used to drive the TDC and point the precision tracker. The com-

mand tracker is slaved to the precision tracker by a synchro connection.

The precision tracker and command tracker thus are pointed to the best

available estimate of the satellite's position. The command tracker be-

gins searching about this track with its 20° beam. When the conmiand

tracker acquires, the slave connection is reversed, bringing the precision

tracker to the command tracker pointing angles and, after the command
tracker has turned on the satellite, the precision tracker can acquire.

The digital equipment provides two methods of slaving the horn antenna

to the precision tracker so that the autotrack may acquire. The first of

these is called the "PT command" mode and is illustrated in Fig. 9. In

this mode the ADC command selector is switched to the PT command
position and the output of the TDC encoding circuits, the precision

tracker azimuth and elevation positions, is supplied as the commanded

position input to the ADC output circuits. Thus, the precision tracker

positions are supplied directly without smoothing, and the command
positions are subject to the precision tracker tracking jitter. Also, no

rate information is available to the antenna servo, and the horn antenna

pointing is not compensated for distortion.

The second form of the slave mode, called the "initial mode," is de-

signed to yield smoother performance. In this mode, which is illustrated

in Fig. 10, the data processors are placed on line in the pointing operation.

The output of the TDC write circuits feeds the two data processors as

well as the usual tape unit through connections established in the tape

switching unit. This input, consisting of time and position information

twice a second, is read and smoothed by the data processors. This

smoothed information is then used by the data processors as the basis
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for a short-term prediction of the next data point. The data processors

operate in duplex with the source selector providing the ground station

control console operator with the facility of selecting the output of the

secondary processor if his displays indicate that the primary processor is

producing doubtful results. The output of the selected data processor

drives the ADC input circuits through level-shifting circuits provided by

the tape switching unit. The form of the data processor's output is

identical to the data points normally recorded on the mission tapes and

includes position, velocity, acceleration and range information and com-

pensation factors. The ADC, in fact, operates as if it were reading a

mission tape. Thus, the operation in this mode can be as smooth as that

in the normal mode.

Throughout a PT command or initial mode pass, the monitor and

TDC record the horn antenna and precision tracker tracks on tape in the

usual manner. These recordings take on added significance in these slave-

type modes because this track information can be used to refine the orbit

prediction and permit the system operation to graduate to the normal

mode on future passes.

XII. EQUIPMENT ASPECTS

The digital control is implemented using sohd-state switching tech-

niques for the most part. The majority of the functions are performed by

transistor logic circuits. The digit rate required in performing most of the

functions is a comfortably low 32 kc. For these speeds, a form of satura-

ting transistor-resistor NOH logic (TRL) is used. In those few functions

requiring significantly higher speeds, such as the encoding counting at 2

mc, a form of resistance-capacitor coupled transistor logic (RCTL) is

used.

These circuits are mounted in multicircuit plug-in packages. A total of

29 different types of packages are used in the system to provide the vari-

ous logic functions, cable drivers, and assorted circuit functions required.

A typical logic package is shown in Fig. 11. The packages plug into

mounting cages which can mount up to 20 packages. Subassembhes may
use as many as four of these cages, or a total of 80 packages. The subas-

semblies are mounted in open-face racks with conventional back panel

wiring. Subsystems may contain np to o racks. Interconnections between

subassemblies within the same subsystem are made with open-wire runs,

while interconnections between subsystems are made by coaxial cable.

All wiring terminations, both those used in connecting components within

the packages and those used in making tlie interconnections in the back
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Fig. 11 — Logic [nicliiige containing eight TRL giitew.

panel wiring, are made with soldcrlcss-wrap connections for reliability.

The racks contain an air ducting arrangement that allows cooling air to

be blown over the transistors in each package in a subassembly. Auxiliary

equipment, such as power supplies, is mounted in cabinets with swinging

door access to both front and back.

With the bulk storage requirements met by magnetic tape units, the

requirements for internal storage in the system are modest. Four mag-

netic core buffer memories are used in the tape read and write control

units. These units eacli have a capacity of 144 characters. In addition, the

antenna digital control and track digital control each use a 2048-bit mag-

netic core memory with sequential access for internal memory reciuire-

ments.

The information within the digital equipment is handled in serial form,

least significant bit first, with negative values represented by two's com-

plement notation. While the use of binary is very convenient for the

equipment, the interpretation of binary information by the operators

would be difhcult. The antenna digital control and track digital control

perform the important function of converting the critical position in-
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formation from binary to binary-coded-decimal and arranging for its

display in decimal form. The antenna digital control provides for the

simultaneous display of four two-axis positions selectively chosen from a

total of 12 quantities that can be displayed. These quantities are dis-

played at the antenna control test position with a precision of six digits.

Arrangements are made also to display three quantities on the ground

station control console with a precision of five digits.

In addition to display functions, the antenna digital control also in-

corporates a number of features to permit operational control of the horn

antenna from the ground station control console. This is not a simple

function, because this console is located in the control room of the control

building and is 1600 feet from the antenna. The same separation applies

to the digital equipment, since the data processors, magnetic tape units,

track digital control, station clock, and tape switching unit are in the

control room, and the antenna digital control and monitor are in the

lower room of the horn antenna. Information between the two areas

must be transmitted 1600 feet and pass through the slip-ring assembly

which brings ah signals and power into and out of the antenna. In gen-

eral, data signals are transmitted over 75-ohm coaxial cables, and mamml
control and indication signals are transmitted via a multiplex telegraph

system, used to minimize the number of slip rings required. These con-

siderations had considerable infinenco on the system design.

The dc power for the equipment is supplied by conventional com-

mercially available 60-cycle rectifiers. Since during critical passes the

60-cycle prime power is supplied by diesel powered generators on the

site, no precautions against intermittent power failures were taken except

in the case of the power supply for the station clock. In this case, even a

short power interruption at any time can upset the clock oscillator

stability and, by disrupting the countdown process, change the time

setting. Therefore, the clock power supply uses duplexed inverters, oper-

ating from independent 24-volt battery sources, which supply 60-cycle

power to two sets of rectifiers. The outputs of these rectifiers are mon-

itored by an automatic switching circuit wliich, in event of a failure of

one source or one rectifier, switches the load without interruption to the

other set of rectifiers. The clock oscillators and the clock countdown

chain are thus protected from power failures. For the other parts of

the digital control, each voltage also is supplied by two rectifiers which

normally share the load but are capable of assuming the entire load.

However, in this case, the switching of the loads to the good supply must

be performed manually in the event of rectifier failure.

The station clock, track digital control, and tape switching unit oc-
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CLipy 8 racks, 8 cabinets, and a console in the control room. The antenna

digital control and monitor utihze 8 racks and 2 cabinets in the antenna

lower room. These racks and cabinets mount a total of 2085 packages

and 1000 relays. The packages use over 11,000 transistors.

XIII. OPERATING EXPERIENCE

On the early passes following the July 10, 1962, launch of the satellite,

acquisition was achie\'ed using the PT command mode and tracking was

performed in the autotrack mode. By the second day, the orbital ele-

ments had been refined sufficiently to permit autotrack acquisition from

the pointing commands alone. Since that time, the normal mode of ac-

quisition has been from the program command and the use of the preci-

sion tracker for acquisition generally has not been necessary. In tracking

experiments, all conceivable variations of the acquisition and tracking

modes were attempted and, in all cases, operation was satisfactory."

The smoothest trackmg performance is achieved with the vernier auto-

track in full control. In this mode the antenna fohows the autotrack null

with peak errors seldom exceeding 0.005°. With the control shared be-

tween the program command and the autotrack, these errors can reach

0.008° when the velocities are very low. The program-command-only

mode yields tracking performance which meets the design objective.

However, the high-quality performance of the autotrack has relegated

the program-command-only mode to calibration and testing roles, such

as star tracking and measuring the antenna patterns using the satellite.

The operating experience has shown the antenna pointing system to

be a very flexible and accurate facility for satellite communications ex-

periments. This operating experience also has demonstrated that the

antenna pointing for an operational commercial satellite system can be

much simpler and the role of the digital equipment greatly reduced. In

such a system, the normal mode of operation would be full autotrack,

and the digital equipment would provide acquisition only.
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